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TEDxCMU Speakers To Urge Pushing Boundaries

Speakers at TEDxCMU, including CMU President Subra Suresh, will give talks on a variety of topics, including photography, design, data science, happiness and artificial intelligence, on Saturday, April 1.
Greek Community Helps Children of Parents with Cancer

Yearlong efforts to help children cope while their parents battle cancer culminate this Saturday, when fraternities and sororities compete in Greek Sing at Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hall in Oakland.

CMU Launches Index Measuring CO2 Emissions in U.S.

The Carnegie Mellon Power Sector Carbon Index tracks the environmental performance of U.S. power producers and compares current emissions to historical data collected for more than two decades.
Short and Simple Is Key in Three Minute Thesis Competition

Doctoral candidate Michael Craig is hoping the third time will be the charm for him in CMU’s Three Minute Thesis competition.

Staff Spotlight

Bill Francis, equipment manager for the Tartans football team, is a family man both on and off the field.

Calendar Highlights

TODAY
What They Don't Want You To Know
"Art Under Attack" by Erin Thompson
April 2
Concert: Carnegie Mellon Wind Ensemble
April 4
Three Minute Thesis Competition Finals
* Effective Delegation
April 5
Scott Institute presents "Designing a Utility of the Future"
Explaining the Hate: A Psychological Perspective on the Origins of Prejudice
April 6
Innovation with Impact
* Maximizing Your Performance Review Process
BrainHub Lecture
April 7
CAUSE Speaker Series presents "Tales from the Land of Funk"
Spark the Movement Showcase
April 11
* Organizational Communication
"Composing as Confirmation" by Trevor Weston
April 12
Student Employee Appreciation Lunch
Empowering & Communicating Effectively w/ Students on the Autism Spectrum
* Professional Development Workshop

Personal Mentions
(L-R) George Kantor, Robin Mejia, Hanna Berggren

George Kantor and the Girls of Steel robotics team won awards at the Greater Pittsburgh Regional FIRST Competition.

Robin Mejia has authored a letter to the prime minister of Greece asking to stop the prosecution of a statistician.

Hanna Berggren was the first runner-up in the "American Idol"-like Campus Superstars Competition.

News Briefs
• Students’ Exercise System for Astronauts Is Finalist in Competition
• RoBotany, Inventory Connection Win McGinnis Venture Competition
• Celebrating Graduate & Professional Students, April 3-7
• Field Day Is a Sellout!
• Paws To Relax Leads to Therapets
• Volunteers Needed: Take Our Sons & Daughters to Work
• Fellowships in Digital Health Available
• Looking for a Ride to CMU from the North?

See something? Say something. Help ensure the safety and well-being of the CMU community by calling:
University Police: 412-268-2323
Ethics Hotline: 1-877-700-7050
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